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Question 1

Please indicate your assessment of each of the conference activities that you attended, or
materials/venues that you used.

1.1 Pre-conference information (descriptions, registration materials)

Excellent
74

(38.34%)

Good
73

(37.82%)

Fair 8 (4.15%)

Poor 5 (2.59%)

NA
29

(15.03%)

N/R 4 (2.07%)

1.2 Registration process
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Excellent
126

(65.28%)

Good
56

(29.02%)

Fair 4 (2.07%)

Poor 5 (2.59%)

NA 0 (0%)

N/R 2 (1.04%)

1.3 Conference packet and materials

Excellent
108

(55.96%)

Good
76

(39.38%)

Fair 2 (1.04%)

Poor 5 (2.59%)

NA 1 (0.52%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

1.4 Dates of conference

Excellent
63

(32.64%)

Good
71

(36.79%)

Fair
45

(23.32%)

Poor 11 (5.7%)

NA 2 (1.04%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

1.5 Conference location and session facilities

Excellent
41

(21.24%)

Good
65

(33.68%)

Fair
59

(30.57%)

Poor
26

(13.47%)

NA 0 (0%)

N/R 2 (1.04%)

1.6 Conference meals/food

Excellent
29
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(15.03%)

Good
79

(40.93%)

Fair
52

(26.94%)

Poor
29

(15.03%)

NA 3 (1.55%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

1.7 Pre-conference workshops

Excellent
26

(13.47%)

Good
21

(10.88%)

Fair 7 (3.63%)

Poor 2 (1.04%)

NA
128

(66.32%)

N/R 9 (4.66%)

1.8 Opening reception

Excellent
51

(26.42%)

Good 77 (39.9%)

Fair
28

(14.51%)

Poor 8 (4.15%)

NA
26

(13.47%)

N/R 3 (1.55%)

1.9 Keynote speaker - Susan Campbell

Excellent
76

(39.38%)

Good
63

(32.64%)

Fair 18 (9.33%)

Poor 4 (2.07%)

NA
30

(15.54%)

N/R 2 (1.04%)

1.10 Networking opportunities
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Excellent
81

(41.97%)

Good 77 (39.9%)

Fair
24

(12.44%)

Poor 4 (2.07%)

NA 4 (2.07%)

N/R 3 (1.55%)

1.11 Variety of topics presented

Excellent
59

(30.57%)

Good
98

(50.78%)

Fair
25

(12.95%)

Poor 8 (4.15%)

NA 1 (0.52%)

N/R 2 (1.04%)

1.12 Usefulness of topics presented

Excellent 66 (34.2%)

Good
91

(47.15%)

Fair
24

(12.44%)

Poor 9 (4.66%)

NA 2 (1.04%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

1.13 Length of conference

Excellent
80

(41.45%)

Good 99 (51.3%)

Fair 9 (4.66%)

Poor 2 (1.04%)

NA 2 (1.04%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

1.14 Overall conference rating

Excellent
60

(31.09%)

Good
107

(55.44%)
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Fair 19 (9.84%)

Poor 3 (1.55%)

NA 1 (0.52%)

N/R 3 (1.55%)

Question 2

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None 66 (34.2%)

1-2
57

(29.53%)

3-4
35

(18.13%)

5 or more
34

(17.62%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

Question 3

How did you learn about this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague
75

(38.86%)

E-mail announcement from NACADA
118

(61.14%)

Other:
26

(13.47%)

N/R 3 (1.55%)

Other Text:
NACADA Website
web
Membership materials
website
Advisor
work
on the committee
No Response
NACADA website
on conference committee
Check website
NACADA website
My advisor
NACADA web site
Have been before.
previous attendance
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Conference Committee
Region 1 Meeting at National Conference in Baltimore
Internet Search about NACADA
asked to do presentation
I sought out the information
NACADA web site
Pamphlet in the Mail
prior attendance
No Response
No Response

Question 4

What one or two elements of this conference were positive for you and should be continued in future
conferences?

The schedule (new last year) with keynote on first night
The networking opportunities
The schedule worked well this year. Attendance this year at meals/programming appeared higher
than in previous years. The hospitality table added a positive flavor to our conference.
The great presenters we have in R1 is outstanding. Congrats to the selection team. The keynote
and a focus on the theoretical foundation of academic advising and its place in the academy was
simply outstanding.
As a fairly new advisor I appreciated the sessions on Web Resources and Delivering Bad News
to studnets. I appreciated the positive advice and comments during most of the sessions. Parking
was great.
the pre-conference is a great way to learna bout something indepth.
Networking Opportunities
The networking social before the opening keynote. Prizes.
Pre-conference workshops.
The time that everything started was well thought out. Not too early, not too late.
The welcoming table The raffle at the end The variety of presentations
The number of sessions available and the varies topics presented
Coffee break!
Networking and, of course, the wonderful sessions!
The variety of topics cover was good.
The session on assessment was excellent. To learn from the top professionals in the field was
exciting.
research and focus groups
Choice of workshop / variety of topics
The list of participants was helpful.
Technology: searches and means of student contact
the keynotes are always interesting and worth going to. The advisor awards are a wonderful way
to recognize our colleagues.
the reception cocktails and conversations was great
I enjoyed the sessions that I attended. The topics were innovative and the not repetitive.
The conference materials are always well organized. Good location this year; please keep
conferences in small or large cities even if you have to use multiple hotels. North Conway was not
a good location.
Nice variety of topics The volunteers were very well organized
The schedule and organization of the day was good- it flowed well and felt full without being
overwhelming.
good variety of workshops
The variety of topics and the location.
the session for new NACADA members and first time conference attendees
Opportunity for keynote speaker to host break-out session. Excellent and provocative keynote
speaker.
Mary Fraser was vibrant,just a joy to have as chairman
opportunity to network
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The region's friendly attitude toward attendees is one of the most positive elements. I realize this
cannot be dictated, but it makes attending the conference even more special.
Workshops which offered roundtable discussions pertaining to current topics/issues affecting
advising such as the Internet, virtual learning
several workshops were excellent, portland is very charming city
cocktail reception--great networking opportunity
The Round table-type! Provides info as well as networking and opportunity to follow up with other
as neededed
Breakout sessions
Great networking, presentations.
Meeting with other people that are doing the same thing, and having simular problems.
Networking - getting to know people, put faces with names and the camaraderie among fellow
advisors
I loved Portland as a host city. There were a lot of very good presenters who were very well
versed on their topic(s)
1. The type of conceptual challenge Susan Campbell presented to us. 2. More research-based,
instructional workshops than "worked for us."
Some very good presentations on current pratices- good handouts.
The topics covered were great!
Good size to foster networking. "Conversations" was good idea, I'm not sure it really "worked" but
maybe the devise was not needed.
discussions with other members at the lunch, breakfast or dinner tables help you meet people
with whom you might have more in common than you would think.
Presenting for the first time; it was a wonderful experience. Also, having the wireless in our rooms
and the ability to print.
conference incorporated a variety of topics and venues for everyone -- keep up the great work
I enjoyed the wine and cheese reception and the sessions.
Time for networking. Larger sessions were more rewarding than the individual conference
sessions - more variety needed.
variety of sessions networking
Format was well planned and provided ample opportunity to access all activities. Thought that the
session with NACADA leaders was particularly interesting along with open planning session at
end.(maybe hold earlier in Conference)
Networking opportunities
Affordable pre-conferences
The leadership for region one is awesome, and the energy is great. I also think the region
provides great networking opportunities.
Networking. Positive, engaging, atmosphere. Plenty of good session choices.
I liked having the key note speaker at the dinner the first night.
meeting colleagues
Networking opportunities and the detailed descriptions of the sessions.
The most basic element is that we all do essentially the same thing, but in different ways. It is nice
to be able to hear about other ways of doing our jobs that would benefit our home institution.
several workshops and sessions regarding assessment good amount of time between sessions
Susan Kolls workshops and presentations First night dinner and keynote Awards lunch and
baskets at the end
Encouragement of dialog during presentations
I liked the number of events and the flow of the conference. Lots to do, but not so much to feel
overwhelmed.
The technology workshops (career planning, using my space and facebook) were really good.
the sessions are great. good variety, quality presenters, plenty to pick from. the networking time
this year was well thought out. there seemed to be more time to catch up with colleagues this year
without feeling rushed.
networking, sharing ideas and common practices
1. Getting ideas I can implement at my home college 2. Talking with colleagues at mealtimes;
everyone was friendly and sharing
networking, feeling like a professional
i enjoyed the session on Career Resources as well as Scenes From a Hat that talked about using
Facebook and other technology to communicate with students.
Connectign with oither colleagues who have similar struggles, knowing we can networka dn
trouble shoot together. Lookign at other modles and changes that community colleges are doing.
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Best practices.
Motivational Interviewing session;
helpful sessions; length of conference
The session...great information
The pre dinner reception allowed people to meet others and share experiences.
New topics, city location
Great topics for workshops, great presenters and speakers, all of the technology worked, no
glitches in the system
Networking Loved session on breaking bad news.
technology changes
Cocktails and conversations, opening reception
Solid networking opportunities, learning best practices in the field
Networking opportunities
Pre-conference, motivational interviewing and Assessment workshop with Higgins were excellent.
Advising awards elevates the profession. Food best ever. Opening with Charlie Nutt gives
credence/worthiness to importance of advising
The meals that were provided made it easier than finding one's own food (like at the National
Conference).
The theme of advising is teaching had depth and was timely. I think this helped the presentations
to be better than in the past.
Susan Campbell was a great asset for the conference. Her dialogue session was wonderful.
keynote speakers
Variety of programming was appreciated. Despite being an advisor for 10 years, I attended some
great sessions with solid presenters.
Workshop with National Office Staff.
The opportunity to actually do some work with the Pre-Conference Workshops. It's great to be
able to sit down and hammer through certain things, and it's a great way to kick off the
conference.
The new to NACADA segment
The sessions were I was able to walk away with concrete usable information
Assessment
Great info on using technology in advising.
I thought that the workshops were more relevent than in the past. Now that traditional colleges are
using technology more and are also getting more active in the area of distance learning.
Interactive workshops/sessions, raffle at end, keynote
Sharing ideas with other administrators. Workshop descriptions met my expectations.
I liked having the opening banquet on the first evening-very motivating speaker!
Networking
I liked the mix of workshops...some that were fun and others that had a more professional focus.
All workshops were useful. This was a great conference.
Receiving valuable and applicable information in EVERY session I attended, and the networking
aspect
The overall friendly & welcoming feel of Region 1 put me at ease, which was much appreciated
since I traveled alone. I love the state basket give-aways! The ability to network and opportunity to
get involved in NACADA is tremendous!
Most of the sessions were excellent--especially enjoyed the Peer Advising Panel. Like going to 3
sessions in 1.
Networking, excellent quality of topics and presenters
Networking opportunities
The ability to attend 8 different sessions is good, just enough before overload. Networking
opportunities.
Loved the final breakfast prize draws (lots of fun)
variety of sessions offered; opening banquet
The ease in finding the rooms and the helpfulness of the staff
The Networking. The open discussions during the sessions were so informative.
Workshops that allowed for discussion so that different advisors could share their needs & best
practices
Definitely, the ability to network with colleagues is the best feature.
I always enjoy the opening Banquet and being able to network with people from other schools to
see what new things they are trying. The cocktails and conversation piece was a good venue to
network.
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Opening reception with a good keynote speaker discussing a relevant and generalizable topic
Ease of registration The break in between sessions
The Registration/Information table was great!
The meeting topics- all very timely Food was great! Conference Coordinators were very
dedicated!
Sessions are excellent and well presented.
The opportunities for networking were invaluable. Susan Campbell's keynote was excellent.
I really appreciated the fact that the location was easy to get to by train, plane or car.
I like the networking social before the opening reception and also the presentations I attended.
Acknowledgement of outstanding advsiors.
Networking opprtunity: Off-site learning opportunit, is a positve way to gather the latest trends in
the field.
It helps financially that some meals are covered.
networking and cocktails together
Sessions pertaining to adult learners/transfer students
Focus groups to discuss research efforts Greater emphasis on educational technology
Break out sessions showcasing best practices/initiatives other universities have done.
Time between workshops to meet colleagues, regroup, get some air. Welcome from NACADA
and Region officers to new members and first-time attendees.
Networking and variety of sessions
Broad range of session topics.
Clear descriptions of workshops.
I always gain a lot of helpful information from networking.
The breadth of the workshops offered and the variety of individuals who offered them was very
useful.
networking opportunities
The friendliness of all participants and constantly finding new ways to solve the ongoing problems
we all face on our college campuses.
increase in graduate student sessions
Variety of conference workshops. Hand outs, variety of information available.
variety of topics for sessions convenient location of conference and ease of registration
The variety of offerings for concurrent sessions was great. I also liked the cocktails and
conversations.
morning/breakfast updates hospitality table and its info opportunity to network
Workshop on the Millennial generation and The Mentor Advising Workshop.
This was the best conference I have been to in terms of session quality and content
The length of the presentations were perfect and the time to speak and get to know other
representatives from other schools.
Networking opportunities: the social hour before the opening keynote provided good
opportunities for networking; and the Charlie Nutt session for new members was fun and
engaging and allowed for later networking and connections.
Meeting other advisors and hearing about their concerns
Best Practices and opportunity to share ideas
The interactive approach with getting everyone involved was the best part for me.
Diversity of topics.

Question 5

What one or two suggestions do you have that you think would improve the conference and should be
considered for the future?

Have the keynote at lunchtime. The after dinner keynote was not as effective given the hour and
having just eaten.
Fewer meals covered but more substance at those meals - eliminate continental breakfast and
put more into plated meals
For travel reasons, maybe in April rather than March
No comments.
-Indentify 1st time attendees and have them not only attend a session but pair them up with a
conference mentor as an option. NETA did this and I truly appreciated it.
Make sure the abstracts reflect the nature of the workshops.
Reconsider the schedule and how it affects when people from out of town come.
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Please remind the presenters not to influence the Best of Region Vote.....a tad unprofessional.
Poster sessions
None
Maine in March is cold
For members that attend alone--A hospitality desk where single people can be coordinated
together
More choices for experienced advisors.
Diversity of session topics, meals provided.
NA
Nothing
All the cheering and wa hoo's got a little juvenile and distracted from the professionalism of the
conference.
more bathrooms and be sure facility is easily handicap accessable
Site locations- some are just too far away in remote locations that take too many hours to drive.
Hotels need to be more modern- no quaint or historic places please.
start later in the day on Wednesday if there will be a banquet and keynote at night. It is too long a
day.
The conference is typically held when many schools are preparing for registration and advising.
February, May, or June would be better months for the conference.
I think the keynote speaker should speak during dinner and not after dinner. The night was too
long - many people at my table left early.
It was hard to pay attention to the speaker (who was great) at banquet since it was late in the
evening. Hold the conference later (April or May). Low carb options for breakfast.
none at this time
Group people by the kind of advising setting in which they work. I work in a State University's
academic dean's office for undeclared students. Attending a meeting of those who work in a
similar setting = more meaningful conversatio
One small suggestion would be to have water readily available throughout the day. Although there
were sometimes pitchers of water in the back of a given session room, they were often empty.
networking wasn't as easy as I'd hoped. The name tags for theopening reception were too small
to really see people's interests. Maybe designate separate spaces?
N/A
More technology presentations. More presentations on advising ethics and legal issues.
rooms were smelly
variety of topics
The keynote was too late in the day. I'd recommend a lunchtime keynote.
More variety of workshop topics.
the hotel was unequiped and unprepared for such a large group. Painting in the lobby=really
dumb, continental breakfast not there!
larger session rooms. also, considering the location was a waterfront town, it would have been
nice to schedule the conference during a warmer time of year (may?)
Love the final breakfast and gifts!!! BUT---maybe intersperse giving the out throughout the
speeches etc---makes it more interesting
The reception dinner was too late since most people travelled that day.
The only complaint that I had was they ran out of breakfast food.
A little more time for workshops.
Space! It was often difficult to get everyone into a workshop because of a lack of space. The
small rooms were cramped with chairs, while some of the bigger rooms had much more space
available for seating and that wasn't utilized
The timing of the conference is always hard. It's in the midst of registration. There seems to be a
lack of food available during meals
Keep the coffee pots filled!
Vary the topics in a given time slot so those of us interested in a particualr area, like new advising
initiatves, can take advantage of as many worshops as possible. Less conflict in a given slot.
More on faculty advising roles.
The sessions are long and in very packed warm rooms. Coffee, tea or snacks to keep people
fueled for these very long days of sitting in lectures is a must
More time for networking.
Room size/space was not always conducive. Could the conference date be moved to April?
The breakfast was rather sparse on the first day and the dinner was very light for the first night.
When having continental breakfasts, offer something with protein that's nutritional.
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add session for experienced advisors, town meeting or "round table" style to debate hot topics;
perhaps have folks eat breakfast together -- those who come year after year needs stimulating;
promote cross-campus networking
The dinner should be shorter- presentations/awards went WAY too long (from the perspective of
a NACADA layperson). Keynote speaker was ok but spoke in generalities. The presentation felt
like student development 101
The space was terrible this year - location, facilities, food, etc. This time of year is also hard due
to the demands of work - registration, etc.
more networking opportunities keynote at breakfast instead of dinner
Plcmnt of bulletin board for announcements of presentations or events that might be open to
interested persons / Hold a session of interest during evening hours for those persons not going
out to dinner, or as part of eat in.
No suggestions
Greater variety of topics. More stringent "screening" process for sessions (i.e. to assure high
quality)
The facilities were the biggest issue this year -- the space was not the greatest. I also wish there
had been a wider variety of session choices.
Bring in more award winning presentations from National for those who can not attend a national.
Need a bigger space for cocktail hour - the room was cramped and very loud. This is the best
opportunity for networking so having a little larger room would be better.
Conference rooms need to be larger
The hotel. At the opening banquet there wasn't enough salad for everyone at our table, no bread
plates, and no coffee. At every meal except one lunch they ran out of food. It was by far the
worse service I have ever recieved.
Time to network Variety of workshops
Some of the sessions were a little long - perhaps we could have short as well as long sessions?
more room in session rooms - often a very tight fit
protein at breakfast maybe an icebreaking/networking workshop
Advise whether facility has WiFi connection. If presenters can provide background information on
their program via web, I could bookmark it for later study.
Have a social function to help first timers meet and network.
Would it be possible to have the conference at a time of year when the weather would be better?
I do not think the time for a keynote speaker is after a cocktail party and dinner. Perhaps awards
could be given then?
I felt that the susan's keynote address was too late. it needed to start while people were eating, or
maybe when the majority of people were done.
1. If planning an outing off the conference premises have transportation arranged so those
without cars can also attend, or have a sign-up if people would like to drive other people in
exchange for gas $$
distance education.
There were too many presentations focused on the same thing. Also, having the keynote speaker
at 8:00 at night was not good. It would have been more effective if she spoke during a lunch.
more community college workshops Student pannel telling us what is working and not working for
advisees at 2 and 4 yr schools
Do not put the keynote speaker at the end of the day -- very unfair to speaker and difficult for
attendees.
better location----Portland a poor choice in March due to possible snow; size of conference
rooms were way too small and uncomfortable
Keynote on first night was a lot. Great topic, just late.
More pratical sessions such as the suicide prevention session. I want to come out with tools to
bring to my practice. Fewer sessions covering the same topics (social networking)
Always keep it in a place that people can walk around and do things.
Make the location more handicap accessible
How to get more people to come to discussion about diversity (broadly defined). We had a
session up against peer advising and guess what! Some topics are hotter than others but it is
important to try to get the message across.
screening the workshops limiting workshop size
the c&c reception to dinner with keynote was really long - maybe shorten up that time frame
Fewer sessions, but more in depth.
Facilities/rooms too small and not handicap friendly
hotel not big enough, sessions were really crowded
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Timing was bad for us this year, (conference fell during our "Advising Week") but I can only
assume it is near impossible to find a time that works well for all.
If possible, have NACADA materials for purchase.
There weren't many healthy options during the breakfast buffet.
The hotel was not adequit for the number of people wishing to attend each session.
A better way to network with people. The cocktail hour was confusing and didn't seem to have a
focus.
The timing for the regional is always awful for my college-in the middle of advising andregistration
for the fall semester.
Some workshops relied too heavily on audience comments and discussion rather than
presentation of material. One was totally based on audience questions. We heard the same
audience members speaking at a number of workshops.
In past conferences, there was water available in the various workshops, at this one it was up front
for the speakers.
larger conference rooms...I had to miss out on 2 sessions that I really wanted because I was not
game to sit on the floor!
The keynote started way too late. I would recommend scheduling that for lunch on the second
day.
Have a more substantial breakfast on the first morning. It is hard to go out in the morning, but also
hard to get through the morning on pastries.
Presenters do more research of "state of the art" for context for presentations
Some of the rooms were very small, hot and did not have enough chairs. Larger rooms would be
good or offer "popular" workshops more than once so that groups can be smaller.
Perhaps setting up an online carpool link for those traveling alone who are in close proximity to
each other. I drove 5-6 hours alone and would have loved some company and someone to split
the cost of gas.
Larger rooms - I had to sit on the floor for two sessions. This speaks to the popularity of the
conference!
Portland was wonderful but the facilities were not up to par with what should be expected for a
conference of this size and caliber.
Bigger rooms/more chairs
More multicultural presentations & more distance learn education presentations
Not sure what the purpose of the labels prior to Cocktails & conversations was. Didn't seem
implemented. No major complaints here.
More concurrent sessions on a wider variety of topics, choose a better hotel with better facilities,
better handicap access (fewer stairs) better food, and better cleaning staff.
a better location: sessions rooms were TOO SMALL and too hot-it was tough to present with a
column in the middle of the room. Also, ballroom too small to accommodate our group
Shorten the "Thanks to... portion of the luncheon... It takes up way too much time and needs to be
done more succinctly.
Combine some sessions that are very similar. For example: The Millenial Generation topics would
have been better as one full session with the different presenters. This topic was so intense that
more time could have been spent by c
Refrain from presentations that entail the facilitator reading the entire PPT. More generally
applicable info rather than presentations on specific pilot programs. Roundtables based on focus
e.g. Comm. Coll.; Nat. Sci; Undecided
The keynote should be in the morning or at noon, not at night when everyone is tired.
If possible, I would change the dates it is held. For most schools the conference is during
Registration periods for Fall classes.
Holding it later in the spring when the weather is better in the northeast US (such as late April, or
even in May)
Survey college advising periods...ours is right in the middle of your conference and was
problematic
The timing of some of the sessions was difficult--especially the sessions on Friday when we
needed to check out of the hotel, and the session after the coffee break. More food at breakfast.
Second day ran way too long... people were exhausted. Maybe one less session that day? Susan
Campbell's presentation should of been earlier in the evening.
Round Table discussion groups that would allow colleges to meet in small groups to learn how
they are similar, different, how they do a variety of "things" and deal with the culture of their
institution.
Didn't find the workshops as interesting as last year but that might just be where I'm at right now.
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Perhaps a chance for new professionals to interview for open positions...in Academic Advising,
Career Counseling.
It would be easier if we were able to register online, especially if using a credit card, and it would
also cut down on paper used.
Seating--many sessions I attended had people sitting on the floor.
Nation update, communicating NACADA's annual vision or theme. What is new or hot for this year
or time period.
I wish there were more sessions for "seasoned" advising professionals. Many were geared
toward newer advisors.
Keynote should not occur after dinner. Try to have it earlier in the day, maybe followed by dinner
1. Opening reception should be light and fun since many people are tired. Keynote presentation
was very good but would have been better for a lunch crowd due to the time.
Some workshops could be longer w/more time for Q&A. Try a varied schedule with both long and
short workshops. In Scenes from a Hat, Q&A from floor took over. Collect questions in advance
so more audience questions are covered.
Schedule pre-conference workshops for noon, perhaps over lunch, so that people can travel that
morning without having to leave at the crack of dawn! At the opening reception, set up stations for
interest groups in a larger room.
Timing - Tought oit find a week where none of us a free from course registration activities
Offer a cheap one day or half day registration fee to encourage local faculty advisors to attend.
Few faculty can clear two or three days in a week, but faculty advisors could learn a lot by
attending.
Having more workshops targeted towards the first-year experience and/or the community college
student.
we need a facility with larger rooms for the individual sessions. Most of the rooms were too small.
Start taking new types of topics that need to be discussed. We seem to see the same type of
topics being discussed (probation students, events on campus, advising students in different
majors, etc)
more variety with sessions
Organized shuttle option for a tour/excusrion for people that might not have their own
transportation. Location and time of year should be considered for those traveling far distances.
(Consider diff. time of year.)
continue to pro-actively search for variety of session topics
The breaks between sessions were too long. A person commuting ends up standing around for
hours throughout the whole conference.
better climate control in smaller meeting rooms AND more realistic spacing of seats when not
using table/chair setups
if at all possible arrange for workshops with high attendance to have enough chairs and handouts.
The dates are so close to fall registration for so many schools, it's an awkward time to be away
from campus. Could it be earlier in March?
Since so many attendees have been in the profession so long, I would love a session to hear how
they persisted for so long and dealt with issues like job burn out, limited job growth opportunities,
& need to develop new skills
Workshop descriptions that better match what the workshop will do. Better planning for numbers
in each workshop - over 20 people did not have a seat in one of the first sessions.
I feel that the time of the banquet could be shortened. You tend to lose people if the ceremony is
drawn out.
None. I enjoyed the conference.
I always enjot hearing about other institutions' issues and solutions, but there never seems to be
enough time to really discuss collective issues as a group. I would enjoy less PowerPoint
presentations, and more discussions.

Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 5 (2.59%)

Academic Advisor/Counselor
118

(61.14%)
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Advising Administrator
35

(18.13%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising
19 (9.84%)

Graduate student 6 (3.11%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
3 (1.55%)

Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
5 (2.59%)

Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
1 (0.52%)

N/R 1 (0.52%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years
72

(37.31%)

5-10 years
67

(34.72%)

11-20 years
31

(16.06%)

more than 20 years
21

(10.88%)

N/R 2 (1.04%)

Question 8

What recommendations do you have for concurrent session and/or pre-conference workshop topics?
No comments.
- Back to basics: Basic concepts for new advisors.
One person office...How do you give all students the advising they need?
Disability Law Dealing with Difficult students Assessment Career
Everything was excellent and I really do not have any recommendations.
NA
Assessment Specific counseling techniques and theories
dealing with parents
something on native american students advising
I found that the information regarding the millenial student to be important. Also, advising students
in fields that have entrance requirments or after 2 years of study students need to apply into their
major (education, nursing )
More adult students and distance education- that is very abundant at the national and not so at the
regional
high school to college transition, technology in advising, managing change in advising
Training new advisors
Have more hadnouts available from concurrent session - there are times when several good
sessions are all at the same time
I advise graduate students, and would love to see some concurrent sessions facilitated by other
working with this population.
More info about adult learners.
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More for international students/ESL students
Electronic scheduling and recordkeeping systems. More information on adaptive technologies.
adult/graduate education
How to create an advising website- dos and donts. Peer Mentoring programs. Best methods for
using technology as an advisor. How to create a supportive and creative advising environment at
your institution.
Mental Health issues, dealing with parents, advising health profession majors, working with
international/ESL issues, study abroad advising
Millenial students, advising in the technology era. These may have been covered, but I was only
there for one day....
A track for 2 year colleges
I would like to see a session on students on probation and what other universities do for and with
those students
More career-advising topics.
using technology should continue as a staple; advising strategies for special populations
(i.e.,students of color, academically at risk, athletes)
new advisor workshop creating a comprehensive program for at-risk students
more involved work on incorporating career into advising
more technology type of workshops
Shared ideas segment where people could outline their best practices and be available for Q & A
without formal presentation. In my case, faculty advising and 2 year colleges, in particular,
community colleges. colleges.
Recruitment and retention of African-American young men
Community colleges, advising models and how to shift models
Organizational behavior and staff management.
Workshops on training and supporting faculty advisors who don't want to advise. Exploration of
Advising models - all Faculty advisors or all professional advisors - what works?
The spacing between session was good. Some sessions could have used a second session or
follow up. Perhaps have a two part series to a couple of the detailed sessions
Allow guest speakers to co-facilitate without having to pay for conference. We had a local
resource person (expert in the field) who was willing to do for free and was only coming to
present so did not want to pay fee.
Non-academic topics
more sessions dealing with diversity and multicultural competencies
how to IM, set up a Facebook account, join NACADA on Linked In, etc. technology topics
More sessions that deal with technology and how to effectively leverage technology to serve
students better and more efficiently.
Using technology. Liability issues.
can't think of any more, keep up the good work
online/distance education
Working with students with disabilities; identified networking sessions by track; using technology
for advising notes
More sessions on the adult learner
practical, practical, practical
NA
talked alot about technology-actually sitting down and doing it
Maybe make the preconference workshops a little later in the day so more could attend
keep assessment, motivational interviewing, mentoring. offer more topics next year.give out more
awards for best sessions, not just one.
Research in advising.
Working with Career Services and Counseling
Building small advising programs and centers. (3-5 staff members) How to gain faculty and
administration trust and confidence when you are a very small staff.
A small college roundtable to discuss issues specific to our setting.
Sometimes find that workshops centered on a particular college and their particular method -
cannot always connect due to type of college I work at. Would like to see more generalized info
offered as well
Academic Probation
Time management for appointments. Counseling and common issues for advisors who don't
have a background in counseling.
Any workshops that can help to understand the mindset of today's youth. Technology is always
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good. Self-care for the service provider...how to avoid burnout, stress reduction etc.
Anything related to what current research is showing a NEED for as we approach advising over
the next few years
Not sure at this time.
Technology in advising is something I need more info on.
I am interested in more PDR issues for concurrent sessions and more technology issue sessions
for preconference workshops (real hands on, learn how type sessions).
more distance advising topics
Generational/Communication issues. Electronic issues
1 of the sessions could be a series of roundtables based on division (e.g. Community College;
Nat. Sci; Bus. Engineering, Undecided etc.) Facilitator could have questions relevant to the needs
of each respective group.
A session on mental health issues that arise during advising sessions might be helpful.
I'd have like more sessions on Peer Advising - I got alot from the opening day session with the
three institutions...
Stress Management
How to advise special groups of students, such as athletes who must maintain eligibility and
students who receive disability services.
An orientation for grad students or new professionals. Discussion groups on Advising/Career
management software Workshop on working with troubled students Workshop on working with
disabled students
Technology and how to use it in advising effectively.
Supervision for staff OTHER than peer advisors.
outreach to students, re-energizing yourself as an experienced advisor, advising multicultural
students.
I would like to see more sessions for adult/evening student advising.
current trends in advising or issues facing higher education
Uses of technology in higher education advising How NACADA can support facilitating changes in
advising in an institution Non-traditional learners Advising for online learners
Another look at uses for current technology (Facebook, blogging, text messaging, etc.). Working
with students on probation and returning from required withdrawal. Advising LBGT, and especially
questioning, students.
Using technology
Again, having more workshops targeted towards the first-year experience and/or the community
college student.
development of advising websites - for students to use
Learning advising "Details", when being new. "Tricks of the trade" to quickly grasp and learn new
detailed info. Institution initatives are always terrific to learn about. Maybe consider some round
table discussions.
At risk student sessions maybe?
I felt the schedule was a little heaby on "workshops", wheich werent really workshops. I think that
term gets over used. I'd like to see a few more serious papers presesented.
Distance learning working with adults
see above
Keep the fresh topics coming.
None
The presentations are always rushed PowerPoints instead of thoughtful conversations. I would
love to see more collaboration and conversation.

Question 9

Additional comments:
My biggest disappointment of the conference were the hotel accommodations - not to the
standard expected.
No additional comments.
I hope NACADA considers looking at how academic advisors are looked at in higher ed. I always
question why academic advisors are rarely faculty but librarians can be. See next answer:
It was a wonderful experience. Thank you
I want to express my gratitude to the technological assistance which was extraordinary at all times.
NA
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none
Great job!
Dates of conference tend to be during Fall registration period and it's difficult to get away during
that time. Earlier in the semester would be better.
Overall, I thought the Conference was great- the workshops I attended were timely, informative
and the presenters were excellent. I look forward to next year's Conference. Thanks to the
Conference Committee and Chair!
thanks
Great conference would like to go again
Overall it was a wonderful conference! It's always nice to network with those in my field.
Overall, I found this conference to be the best I've attened, to date.
I am part of the group that believes Peer Advising and Peer Mentoring are two separate entities
and should not be together as one.
hotel was in a great location, but the building was not well maintained; having painters in the lobby
during the conference was disruptive
Awards and speeches all went too long. It's nice to honor people who have done great work but
keep it brief or do it in a smaller group.
I thought the Thursday lunch was mainly suppose to be about the award receipents. We had to
read the citations for each award winner ourseleves and did not provide an hardley anytime in the
spotlight as in past years.
Heard around the water cooler! Many people could not attend certain sessions due to lack of chair
space. Need to have hard surfaced notebook in packet if chairs only are available
I would prefer conferecne dates in October or late April as opposed to late March.
The rooms were not adequate for the number of people. Every session that I attended except 1
was over crowded and stuffy. There were never enough chairs, and people had to sit on the floor.
I was very glad to stay at another hotel.
thanks for a great conference!
The conference was very enjoyable and informative. Thank you.
Better planning for size of rooms for workshops (pre-regisration?) Many folks had to stand during
careers workshop (and it was HOT). Keynote speaker before cocktails. Hotel not being painted
during conference.
I LOVE YOU ALL!!!!! this is the most friendly group of professionals i've ever met.
My main problem was with check-in and check-out. My colleague and I incurred identical charges
but one was charged the tax and one was not even though we checked out together; I felt the
hotel had a few internal problems.
great conference, very excited about the the research part and gaining recognition as a
professional
Thank you to the planning committee for their good work. Please be assured any criticism is
intended as constructive.
good conference----I had to leave on Thursday afternoon though due to impending 5-7" of snow.
NA
Thank you!!!
Great conference!
Although I enjoyed the Portland location, the facitilies were too small. This may be a function on
NACADA's growth. You may want to offer another Region one Conference or limit the size if we
can not find a larger venue
Thanks to the conference committee for all the work in putting on this conference. It was great.
The committee did a great job. The people at the registration table are friendly and approachable.
I enjoyed the conference very much.
The more I attend NACADA events the more interested I am in participating on a greater level.
thanks for the inspiration.
There were many problems with my room. The shower was unuseable and I had to use the
shower in another room. There was a considerable amount of mold around the windows.
Staying at a different hotel made networking more difficult- rooms were full. Running out of food
for breakfast on Wed. was disappointing and disconcerting.
Great conference! Thanks.
Great conference...I will definitely attend again and bring more of my staff with me!
I really like this conference and look forward to the next one!
Great conference, nice location. Great job committee!!!
Hotel was a disappointment. Insulting that they charged a higher conference rate than our
colleagues got by booking directly. Room cleaning was HUGELY substandard, meeting rooms
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were too hot & not serviced as frequently as needed.
None
I know that it is a huge undertaking to put this together...hoping that sometime in the future a
regionial conference could be held in Western Mass (the forgotten area)
I have attended two regional conferences. The people who belong to NACADA are lovely,
well-informed, and I really like being a part of this organization.
The hotel ran out of food-I don't know what the contract said for meals, or if the hotel was
prepared to serve 200-300 people.....but that should not have happened. The Eastland Park is a
great hotel.
Recycling--I wish the name badge holders could be collected in the sessions on the last day and
recycled at future conferences--I hate the fact that I never have use for them again and throw
them out.
I really enjoyed the conference. It was well planned and very enjoyable.
I enjoyed the conference and look forward to the next one.
I continue to be excited about this conference several weeks later. I felt warmly welcomed by all; I
met very dedicated people; I learned things that supplemented my reading; I enjoyed good
meals; I got a needed break. It was great!
Overall, this was an excellent conference.
construction going on in hotel during conference was frustrating
Overall wonderful experience! Thank you. Unfortunately- horrible hotel. I had a terrible experience
with my room, and unclean, outdated, noisy, and dirty conditions. Hotel was unwilling to move my
room after I asked.
thank you for all your hard work!
Keep up the good work NACADA.

Question 10

Would you be interested in or willing to be a part of next year s conference planning team? If so, please
indicate your name, college or university, address, and email address below.

Alice Cash, University of Southern Maine, P O Box 9300, Portland ME 04104-9300,
acash@usm.maine.edu
I have already indicated an interest on continuing on the committee.
Read http://chronicle.com/jobs/news/2008/01/2008010401c/careers.html. Should Nacada take a
stand or at least research the right fit for Academic Advisors? After all, "Advising is teaching." (no
on Q 10)
Shirley Richardson, Curry College, 1071 Blue Hill Avenue, Milton, MA 02186, srichard@curry.edu
Yes, Helene Brown, Academic Advisor CUNY Graduate Center 365 Fifth Ave, New York, New
York 10016 hbrown1@gc.cuny.edu
yes iona.black@yale.edu Dr. Iona Black Yale University
Not at this time.
Lisa Enright, Rivier College, 420 South Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060 email: lenright@rivier.edu
Not at this time.
Sure - I would love to read proposals, or be involved to the best of my ability Sarah White
University of Maine Explorations 229 Alumni Hall Orono, ME 04469 sarah.white@umit.maine.edu
Sara Flynn Emerson College 216 Tremont Street Boston, MA 02116 sara_flynn@emerson.edu
Not sure due to time constraints, but ... Monica Dimauro University of Massachusetts 607
Goodell, 140 Hicks Way, Amherst, MA 01003-9272 mdimauro@acad.umass.edu
Not at this time.
Yes. Dianne Olsen, Western Connecticut State University, 181 White Street, Danbury, CT 06810,
olsend@wcsu.edu
Karen James SNHU 231 Corporate Dr Portsmouth nh 03801 k.james@snhu.edu
At this time interested - Unknown as to time availability - Will know later this fall Allan F. Freiheit, Jr.
Manchester Community College (CT) AFreiheit@mcc.commnet.edu
Bruce Wayne Gaines, Salve Regina University, Newport, Rhode Island 02840
bruce.gaines@salve.edu
no
No, thank you. I know this isn't the correct space for this, but future survey's should allow more
character use for responses. I often like to offer suggestions to my concerns but was unable to
do that due to space limitations.
Not at this time.
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You can count on me to volunteer at the conference. I don't think I can help on the committee right
now. Jim Peacock, KVCC, jpeacock@kvcc.me.edu
In the next 4-6 months, the division I work for, will be undergoing restructure. I cannot determine if
I will have time for this, but very interested. I will seek out if time will allow. Thank you!
Not at this time
Not sure yet - unsure of where I will be working
Jane Hanna, Johnson & Wales University, 8 Abbott Park Place, Providence, RI jhanna@jwu.edu
Chris Osgood, Landmark College, River Road, Putney VT 05346
christopherosgood@landmark.edu
Yes but because this is a NY event perhaps I could assist during the conference? Pat Halloran,
keene State College, NH, phallora@keene.edu
Suzanne Toliao Suzanne.Toliao@Nyack.edu Nyack College 1 South Blvd., Nyack, NY
10960-3698
yes, Hem Borromeo, Excelsior College, 7 Columbia Circle, Albany, NY 12203.
hborromeo@excelsior.edu
I am interested: Jennifer Varney SNHU online 33 South Commercial Street Manchester NH
03106 603-314-1418
No
Lisa G. Peck Western Connecticut State University peckl@wcsu.edu
Laurie Simpson, Westfield State College, Parenzo Hall - Room 108, Westfield, MA 01086 (413)
572-5563 lsimpson@wsc.ma.edu
I will nto be able to attend next year's conference- but I am definitely willing to assit with the
following year's conference in Boston! Anne brown - BHCC 617-228-32676,
abrown@bhcc.mass.edu
Perhaps in two years, I am not ready to take on another event right now!
Cannot participate at this time. Perhaps next year!
I'm especially interested in helping to read and select session proposals; I'm not sure about my
availability for face-to-face meetings. But let's talk. Stephen Pepper, MIT, 7-104, 77 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge MA 02139. spepper@mit.edu.
Sorry-- I have no time.
Possibly. Elaine_Cataletto@Baruch.cuny.edu, Baruch College, City University of New York.
Yes I would be interested Julia Harwich-Pettinato Dean College 99 Main Street Franklin, MA
02308 JHarwich@dean.edu
no thank you.
Yes. Freda McClean BMCC/CUNY 199 Chambers St. New York, New York10009
fmcclean@bmcc.cuny.edu

- End of Survey -
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